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The effects of broken homes on children are traumatic. Broken homes can 

cause children to question their self-worth, to experience unnecessary grief, 

guilt and/or confusion. Young children especially, have difficulty 

understanding the rationalities of their parents' decisions todivorce. All they 

know is that their parents used to live together and now they don't, used to "

love" each other and now they don't. Children often takeresponsibilityfor 

parents' decisions to divorce. 

They conclude that they were the cause of the quarrels and ensuing divorce.

They question whether or not their parents love them or are mad at them. It

is so important for children to have a stable home life. In a broken home it is

difficult for children to find a sense of security because experience shows

them that what seemed stable and good fell to pieces and left them feeling

empty, yet full of questions. 

Growing up in a broken home may also cause children to have difficulty in

future  relationships  and  cause  them to  struggle  with  the  issue  of  trust.

People who grew up in broken homes and get married are also more likely to

end up divorced because their  parents didn't  provide  a healthy model of

marriage. They saw parents end disputes with divorce rather than working

through  them  together.  They  may  run  from  commitment  or  avoid

relationships all together. 

They may also develop a emotion of fear toward marriage because they do

not want to relive the grief they experienced as a child, nor do they want to

have children and risk putting them through the same hurtful circumstances.

broken home | | a house containing afamilythat is set apart due to tensions

and certain problems. ex: a kid's parents constantly fight and he/she feels
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lonely,  depressed,  angry.  that  is  a  product  of  a  broken  home,  who may

usually  get  away  from  the  problems  by  doing  bad  things  (drugs,  drink,

etc... ). | 
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